has grown into a megaproject called the Global Geopark Network Program of UNESCO in which many countries participate. Countries like China have created more than 24 geoparks. We are yet to make a significant headway in implementing Indian geoparks programme.
It is in this context that we should welcome the publication of Geotourist map of Sri Lanka by the Geological Survey and Mines Bureau (GSMB) of Sri Lanka on 1:500,000 scale (1 cm = 5 km). The compiler P.N. Ranasinghe with cartographic support by S. Karunadhipathi, and the Director of GSMB (N.P. Wijayananda) as publisher deserve to be commended for their valuable effort. The map indicates geotourist sites in different colours, representing interests in archaeology, geomorphology, geology, geotechnics, mineral deposits and mineral-based industries plotted on major road network. The main map in the centre is flanked by colour photographs and large inset maps of specific locales. The map is accompanied by a handbook (37 p.) that contains a brief review of geology, geomorphology, guide to and description of geosites. Important tourist routes are highlighted. The small-scale, reduced tourist map in the handbook is almost unreadable and may be deleted from future editions. An introduction or preface to the handbook highlighting the aims and objectives, along with a list of the most important or 'must-see' sites, and printing in a bigger font would have enhanced the usefulness of the handbook. On the whole the geotourist map of Sri Lanka will increase the tourism potential of the country and will be an invaluable addition to the tourist literature of Sri Lanka.
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